
Top target
The No. 1 function that
respondents expect blockchain 
to replace: Payment networks

Legal matters
70% said smart contracts will 
complement, not replace, legal 
agreements

The analytics 
angle
Business areas that may  yield 
the most potential benefits 
from advanced analytics:

‘Key ’
considerations
Other than “none of the above” 
(58%), the top entities leaders said 
they would trust to protect and 
maintain private keys:

Dispute duties
Who leaders think should be 
charged with resolving disputes:

BLOCKCHAIN INSIGHTS

Deloitte worked with MIT Technology Review and the MIT Media Lab Digital 
Currency Initiative to obtain insights into how business executives view 
blockchain today. We polled more than 100 leaders at the Business of 

Blockchain conference in April 2017. Here’s what we learned from them. 
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Discover
more 
insights
Contact us to get 
additional insights that 
may help you prepare for 
the future of blockchain.
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